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1. Introduction

Professionals, professional bodies and regulators have long been involved in assessing and mitigating the risks of making use of new ways of being a lawyer and doing law. When more people became literate and thus could use the technology of the written word, the profession developed a means to regulate that by defining those who could write things for official use and those who could use the written word to articulate legal arguments in court.² The latest digital technological developments pose contemporary equivalent questions. The recent leap forward in digital technology has led to a swifter pace of change with less time for the implications of those intersecting technologies to be vetted and for systems of regulation and ethical frameworks to be put in place.

Legal and other professional services are said to be in the early stages of the fourth industrial age, with fundamental technological transformation predicted if not yet borne out at the speed anticipated by futurologists.³ Sophisticated online platforms are emerging rapidly and some professional service organisations are investing heavily on delivery systems capable of making use of artificial intelligence (AI). The potential benefits of automated tools with machine learning capabilities are being explored, having been predicted as an imminent disruptive force and/or professional threat in legal services for the past twenty years.⁴ Other forms of technological change, rapid communication by email, increased and more efficient and cost effective connectivity by phone and video conferencing have enabled commodification and unbundling of products and services in firms large enough to have a means to outsource the more routine aspects of their work to a discrete cadre of personnel, sometimes in another office within the jurisdiction, sometimes to third parties, such as debt collection agencies and sometimes overseas, for example to legal professionals in India.⁵ Many of these delegated tasks are ripe for automation due to their relatively routine nature.⁶ Our regulatory framework has, thus far, tended to focus on people undertaking tasks within a jurisdiction, yet tasks are increasingly capable of being conducted by machine rather than by human lawyers, and, further, by people or by machines at a distance from the regulatory context within which the
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effects of the work may be felt by legal consumers. This poses interesting and novel questions of regulation, and also of ethics.

The system of legal professional regulation in England and Wales is one of the more liberal in the common law legal world, with only a limited set of legal activities reserved to authorised professionals — those admitted lawyers in good standing with their professional bodies. Areas not reserved to authorised professionals may be undertaken by anyone, including for payment, and clients do not have recourse to the legal regulatory processes or investigatory mechanisms (such as the Legal Ombudsman) if legal work undertaken by non-authorised professionals falls short of threshold competence. Consumers have the fall back of suing in any service provider for breach of contract and/or tort law depending on the terms of the contract with the provider; consumer law may be limited by exclusion clauses in terms of service that legal consumers may skim through at their own pace. We shall turn to this later in the paper, but for now the importance of the narrow unauthorised legal practice rules is that the jurisdiction is a friendly environment within which to innovate. It permits partnerships between lawyers and others, including outside investment into legal businesses, allowing capital to be injected into legal services so as to enhance their technological capabilities. These liberal rules create a unique environment among common law jurisdictions. They also permit elements of co-working between clients and legal and other professionals such that clients may partner with others to get DIY+ help with their legal problems. Yet novel technologies may yield novel risks as well as benefits, and an ethical and regulatory model based on authorised people and entities may not be sufficient or best placed to address them fully in an open legal marketplace.

How does the legal landscape differ from those of other professional service providers? Why regulate the practice of law and legal services differently from other forms of work? Lawyers are in a unique position in many ways, in that they are the foundation of the rule of law and of the health of the functioning of the legal system. Their work contributes in important ways to the stability and integrity of the legal, political and financial systems, through ensuring effective and lawful decision-making and governance by organisations of all kinds. Lawyers challenge decisions, actions and omissions when they appear to fall short, whether on behalf of individuals, organisations and/or states. They provide a means to mitigate risk and harm and to maximise rights and benefits. Their own working practices must be of at least as high a standard if they are to be able to perform this function in society and to maintain and improve the rule of law. Sharp or poor-quality practice not only harms the clients involved but wider society through a gradual erosion of confidence in the legal system. Once confidence in the legal system falls below a threshold level, the rules-based order in society fails and that has a negative impact on all areas of life. The regulatory regime plays a vital role in maintaining standards and confidence in the profession and the legal system, as does ethical reflection by each lawyer. There continue to be debates about whether legal services regulation has had the maintenance of the rule of law and public protection, as opposed to the protection of lawyers, as their goals but without these goals in mind the system of law and justice will degrade.

This paper will consider what are the latest technological developments in the legal services context, both those currently in use and those that are likely to be used within the next few years. It will then consider how these may affect the current practice of law. Further, it will

7 Legal Services Act, 2007, c. 29, section 12. The reserved activities are set out in the LSA 2007 schedules 2 and 12 but predate the Act: (1) the exercise of rights of audience (appearing as an advocate before a court); (2) the conduct of litigation (issuing proceedings before a court and commencing, prosecuting, or defending those proceedings); (3) reserved instrument activities (dealing with the transfer of land or property under specific legal provisions including registration of land); (4) probate activities (handling probate/estate matters for clients); (5) notarial activities (work governed by the Public Notaries Act 1801); and (6) the administration of oaths (swearing affidavits, taking oaths).
examine how these changes may give rise to ethical considerations similar to or distinct from those already affecting the profession. Ethical questions do not, in and of themselves, give rise to behaviour change and thus a regulatory response may be needed. Consequently, the paper will then examine questions that are raised about regulation in this context. Finally, it will provide some tentative conclusions about the ethics and regulation of use of technology in legal services.

2. Technological Change in Legal Services

Technological change is being driven through a number of distinct routes.

- Firstly, a range of international law firms including the big four international accountancy firms with legal departments are investing substantially in technology and/or automated technologies. Some have their own lawtech start-up hubs or labs to allow new technologies to be developed and tested as incubator projects.
- Secondly, organisations that work with the legal sector that have an interest in fostering technological disruption are also seeking out new ways of offering their products to the profession. For example some legal publishers and database providers (such as LexisNexis) have been developing decision trees with a view to providing them as expert systems to guide lawyer decision-making in smaller law firms that lack the budget to develop their own systems.
- Thirdly, some niche legal service providers, whether more traditional law firms with areas of distinct specialism or alternative business structure providers (sometimes referred to as ‘NewLaw’) are aggressively investing in new ways of working that are mediated through technology. Some are partnering with or have merged or taken over more traditional legal businesses (for example Legal Zoom with Beaumont Legal) or have been taken over by large legal service providers (Riverview Law by EY). Some legal technology platforms are not-for-profit enterprises with access to justice intentions or innovation missions: DoNotPay and LISA the robot lawyer, providing support to underserved sections of the public who undertake the tasks themselves with the help of the technology.
- There is a developing ‘DIY-with some professional help’ model too, through which clients do much of the work themselves with support from technology and may pay for additional help from professionals if they wish. This keeps legal costs low for clients and may empower them to self-help within a supported environment.

Many, if not all, of these ways of working are only possible because of England and Wales’ liberal regulatory framework.

Predictions have varied considerably about the speed of adoption and their likely disruptive impact on the nature of legal practice. Adoption is usually slower than commentators suggest. Having said that, some changes are evident as legal services are unbundled, tasks broken down and undertaken by a range of people and software systems. At one time, much of the
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work on any one transaction will have been undertaken by a single legal professional with the help of a legal secretary or assistant. Matters have grown in size and become more and more complex; it is usual for large numbers of people with different levels of qualification to be involved in discrete elements of each matter. Other forms of digitisation have slowly changed working practices. Legal research tools have been technologically enhanced for many years, lawyer-client interactions at a distance are routine, and virtual working increasingly the norm. Advances in machine learning from other professional contexts are starting to be felt in some niche areas of law. Some commentators suggest that distributed ledger systems such as blockchain\textsuperscript{15}, by which transactions are logged and added to a chain and ownership can be verified definitively, will reduce or eradicate the need for certain types of compliance and due diligence procedures often undertaken by lawyers. When coupled with machine learning this may permit many forms of transactions to be automated without the need for human input. Professional and regulatory frameworks have not yet focused on changes to legal practice and the legal system in this context.\textsuperscript{16} This section will consider the technologies currently in use by legal professionals and examine the benefits and potential risks these may pose.

Digital working has facilitated many of these changes, as paper files have given way to electronic ones and material may be transmitted, called up and sent at the click of a button. This raises questions of data security, similar to those in other service contexts but imbued with the additional factor of legal professional privilege – advice and litigation privilege – adding further weight to the need for robust storage and sharing protocols. Digital working has also reduced the need for paper documentation. Some legal service providers have made a virtue of this and have broken common matters down into a series of discrete tasks, worked out which level of legal qualification is needed for each task and the cheapest way of doing this competently and have split the tasks so that they may be performed efficiently by people in a range of settings. This is known as unbundling, made possible by the switch from largely paper communication to digital methods. Some tasks have been outsourced to those beyond the original firm. This may reduce costs, it may lead to swifter service (if the outsourced service operates on a different time-zone, for example). It challenges traditional conceptions of who is responsible for the quality of the work undertaken and requires strong and effective supervisory systems to be in place as well as robust training practices. It is no longer quite as easy for a single senior lawyer to account for all aspects of the work undertaken in a matter, in the way it was once, and regulation has changed to encompass not just the regulation of individuals but also, in some instances, entities (law firms or legal businesses) to address some of these complexities.

Document Analysis and Review

Lawyers in many fields have spent a considerable amount of time reviewing and analysing documents, whether these are draft contracts, documents that allow a buyer to know whether the business under consideration is financially sound and legally compliant, or documents that form the basis of a legal case to be adjudicated by the courts. Reviewing hundreds of thousands of pages of documents is essential, if tedious, time consuming and so costly. Human reviewers also get tired and make mistakes. A technological solution able to take on thousands of pages of documents is essential, if tedious, time consuming and so costly.


and systematically scan, check and compare large quantities of documents. Much of the underlying technology in Technology Assisted Review systems (TAR) is no longer novel, it can be as simple as the matching of words and phrases that are displayed in a lawyer friendly user interface. Other review tools are more sophisticated and match law-fact patterns but in essence perform a similar task but give rise to the identification of more complex relationships between information.

TAR tools are being used as ancillary to but not replacement for legal expertise at present. They are at least as good as human lawyers at spotting key information. And they are much faster, and thus cheaper following initial investment. Examples of products such as these are: RAVN; Luminance; Leverton; Kira. There are others including contract management and analysis tools such as ContractProd, Relativity and Law In Order. When used to assist lawyers they are viewed as a tool to enhance legal practice; they may reduce costs and/or increase the quality of the tasks they perform. Were they to be used as a replacement for human lawyers then they may fall foul of some jurisdictions’ unauthorised practice of law rules although this would not be a concern in England and Wales as long as the documents that are reviewed are stored and used in ways that do not offend against any legal privilege claims. Such systems are supportive of lawyer expertise, although may be substitutive of lawyer expertise if used by lay people. TAR is not likely to disrupt the way in which lawyers work and raises few obvious ethical issues for clients and wider society when used by lawyers.

There are a smaller group of TAR tools that are capable of using machine-learning to change the way in which they search and report on results over time. These tools may be trained to learn how to answer procedural and substantive law questions with reference to decision-trees that operate like yes/no flowcharts that can be followed by the machine. As yet these technologies are in their infancy, in part because law needs to be set out in a structured way to allow decision trees to be formulated in granular detail. There are projects in place to pilot the technology, such as the UK’s National Archives Big Data for Law project. These kinds of tools may have a greater likelihood of changing the way in which legal practice is delivered in a jurisdiction like England and Wales, as the provision of legal advice is not a reserved activity and so such tools could be developed and used by anyone rather than by authorised professionals. We shall return to this issue later in the paper.

There are other digital products and platforms that allow law firms and similar legal organisations to manage their cases, their clients and their finances and billing and these have been available for many years. Some format legal documents and file them with courts and other agencies. Augmented versions of these systems have become available more recently, and offer some of the capabilities set out above, including legal research and digital discovery. Automation aims to reduce human lawyer time and also reduce human error. It also takes some of the tedium out of routine tasks and may reduce the number of paralegal or administrative staff needed within a firm. Smart contracts, on the other hand, aim to go a step
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further to automate components of contracts so that they are self-executing and self-reporting.\textsuperscript{25} These contracts are structured in a way that allows the next stage of the contract to be triggered assuming that a specified condition or conditions are verified as being met. It also allows for early warning flags if conditions have not been met by a specified time. Smart contracts are enabled through blockchain technology, which when embedded into a smart contract can trigger the next stage of the contract, for example the transfer of the legal title for a property from the seller to buyer on receipt of the purchase price.\textsuperscript{26} These forms of contract are likely to transform certain types of transactions, for example the conveyancing, if and when national land registries become blockchain enabled (as in Dubai, for example). Forms of smart contracts are starting to be used, full scale block chain enabled transaction are possible, if not common, in England and Wales.\textsuperscript{27}

**Assisted Legal Research**

Many law students will have been trained in how to use semi-intelligent legal research tools at law school. Some of the more recent systems provide search facilities that go beyond primary legal sources (cases, legislation etc) to secondary and others sources including practitioner and academic commentary, and further to other relevant available documents (for example, in the USA Casetext’s CARA AI\textsuperscript{28} locates all documents filed with courts\textsuperscript{29}). Some will apply law to identified facts, such as Ravel Law\textsuperscript{30} providing contextual legal research results for US federal and state law. IBM’s ROSS\textsuperscript{31} also indicate how law is applied in context for certain areas of law.\textsuperscript{32}

**Technology that enhances lawyer decision making and may involves predictive analysis of issues/problems (expert support systems)**

The term AI is an umbrella term that covers a wide range of technologies, including: (1) systems that make sense of human language (natural language processing) in their analysis of documents and so do not require human language to be translated into computer language before use; (2) neural networks made up of algorithms that link together and use data in a model more similar to human brain activity, mimicking if not actually performing human decision-making processes; (3) systems that use sophisticated statistical techniques so that the algorithm, the formula used to reach decisions, may ‘learn’ and so improve over time by constant input of feedback into the system (machine learning algorithms); and (4) artificial social intelligence systems that learn from human conversations (usually written interactions) so that these computer based systems or bots may appear to chat with people in a relatively


\textsuperscript{26} For one view of how Blockchain may impact on lawyers’ roles see: ‘Smart Contracts: The Blockchain Technology That Will Replace Lawyers; A beginning’s guide’ https://blockgeeks.com/guides/smart-blockchain-


\textsuperscript{28} See https://casetext.com/.


\textsuperscript{30} See https://rossintelligence.com/. Ross notes that “ROSS is an artificial intelligence (AI) system designed to improve the efficiency, accuracy, and profitability of legal research. Firms using ROSS have reported a 30% reduction in research time and found 40% more relevant authorities, translating to an ROI of 177% to 545% off of core search alone.”

\textsuperscript{31} Mills, 2018 and Koebler, 2017, above.
naturalistic way. They can be employed in many ways including to automate the nature of the problem and diagnose the legal and factual issues, to make decisions within defined parameters, and where large data sets are available in contexts that are less structured. They are applicable to both non-contentious (transactional) and contentious matters (disputes). Their utility spans document analysis and review, problem diagnosis and prediction of risks and likely settlement patterns and compliance, verification, automation and execution of contingent actions. Although these are discussed below in a legal professional context, they are relevant to many other professional environments including medicine, accountancy and more.

Assisted Analysis, Prediction and Strategy Development

Some systems seek to provide either guidance on likely outcomes (prediction) or appropriate strategies (assisted analysis and strategy development) in particular contexts. DocketAlarm, Lexis Nexis Legal Analytics Australia (High Court judgments) and VizLegal produce analytics that may assist with litigation strategies. Judge Analytics by Ravel Law analyses certain types of court judgments to assess how named judges decide different types of cases. Lex Machina analyses US federal legislation, case law and court files in the context of a client’s case information to provide predictions about how cases in certain areas of practice may settle and/or be concluded and material that may assist in developing appropriate case strategies.

They are reliant on high quality, large data sets that form the basis of the predictive models, as many use statistical analysis of probability (Bayesian analysis) to assess likely outcomes. The statistical analyses learn over time through feedback loops. The results are not factual but are suggestive and are best interrogated by those who have sufficient underlying expertise to recognise whether the suggestions appear sound in the circumstances. They are currently, thus, not a replacement for legal expert help but a means to guide lawyers’ decision-making. Whether they will develop to an extent that they may replace human legal expertise is unclear and would raise questions of desirability too. Were lay people to make use of such products and services then it may be necessary to consider the product as a form of legal practice that is subject to regulation itself, as lay people will find it harder to question the output of the product. The less interrogable are the outputs the more likely the product would need to be regulated even if the user has legal expertise.

Other Tools

AI may be used within the courts’ system, for example, setting criminal sentences following conviction in some US courts (COMPAS, US), applying statutory formulae that guide sentencing alongside data that assist to predict future behaviour such as reoffending rates. AI may also be used in some civil disputes, to support the parties through an online dispute resolution mechanism (for example, The Family Court of Australia’s Split Up initiative and the Canada, BC’s, Solution Explorer for small claims and residential tenancy disputes going through the Civil Resolution Tribunal or for small claims (for example all small claims under 7,000 euros will go through this system in Estonia). It is being explored in a range of

33 https://www.docketalarm.com/
35 https://www.ravellaw.com/judges
36 https://lexmachina.com/
37 See Koebler, above.
40 https://www2.gov.bc.ca/gov/content/housing-tenancy/residential-tenancies/solution-explorer
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jurisdictions, with scrutiny of the extent to which it is reliable, results are explicable and are considered to be fair by lawyers and lay people.

Many forms of digital technology are a routine part of legal practice, are not readily considered to pose particular risks and may confer many benefits in terms of efficiency, cost reduction and a better quality of service. Many are technologies that make running a law firm easier, rather than changing the nature of legal decision-making. Email and videoconferencing are now so standard as to warrant little attention; they are even used routinely by the courts. Other more cutting-edge technologies are starting to be introduced by either global law firms, or smaller niche practices and are doing so in ways that enhance lawyer expertise. Clients may be unaware of their use, and were they to know, may have few concerns because they are tools to augment lawyer expertise rather than to replace it. There are some digital technologies that may, however, change the nature of legal decision-making and their novelty may pose state of the art concerns. Further, clients may not fully recognise that some of the standard terms of service used by global law firms allow for client data to be aggregated with other clients’ data to form data lakes. Those data lakes may then be used to train algorithms to allow for more sophisticated products and services or better predictions of likely results. In essence, some law firms are operating like internet service and other product providers, and pooling client data to develop products and services – it is unclear whether there are any firms separately monetizing client data. It is not always clear whether that data remains in house or may potentially be shared with software developers. And it is not clear what impact this may have on legal advice and litigation privilege protections that are designed not only to maintain the confidentiality of client data but are key components of our conceptions of the rule of law. The client file remains the property of the client and must be returned to the client on request (once payment for services is made); this is not possible in a context where data has been pooled with other client data.

Some of the digital technologies discussed above give rise to important questions about the nature of legal services, what and who are ‘lawyers’. Some of the traditional ways of thinking about professionalism and education and oversight of professionals, consumer protection, the nature of competence and the thresholds for liability for poor service may need reconsideration. These run alongside the ethical challenges and risks that these technologies may pose and further, into other debates including how to increase access to justice and how to protect and enhance the rule of law. The Law Society of England and Wales’ inquiry into the ethics of AI provides five themes against which these debates may be explored: transparency, ethics, liability; electronic personhood; public acceptance. The next section will reflect upon each in turn.

3. The Ethical Use of Technology in Legal Services: When benefits and risks become ethical issues

The term ‘ethics’ encompasses a range of different things in this context. Some use it to mean the extent to which a technology or its use in a particular way offends against fundamental moral principles. In this form ethics are philosophical concepts about how we reach decisions and/or justify one set of actions over another. These kinds of ethical questions examine things that we can do but it would be morally wrong to do when one takes into account those who may be burdened by the process or the outcome and those who may benefit (in some people’s considered view, or according to a particular philosophical tradition or theory). These
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decisions are often ones that are value driven and are considered to be the preserve of society rather than the professions. They are most likely to be addressed through legislation rather than by professional regulators and will not be addressed here.

Others use the terms ‘ethical’ to consider the extent to which a particular technology or its use infringes upon more context specific notions of fairness such as access to justice, equality of arms between the individual and the state or between those with less power when compared to those with more. These discussions are a means to reflect on the extent to which employing a particular technology or using it in a particular way may be contrary to, or should be contrary to, professional rules. These are things that we may legally be permitted to do, but which because of the profession’s role in society it may be inappropriate for a lawyer to do. This is the preserve of the profession (members, membership bodies and professional regulators with input from other stakeholders). This falls within the professional regulatory domain.

Finally, for others, a discussion about the ethics of technology and its use is a discussion about issues of liability. In essence they seek a decision about who would be liable were things to go wrong. The value judgement here is not whether the thing should be done, but who should bear the responsibility if it leads to injury. This may be a matter for legislation but in the absence of that contract and tort law principles would be used to determine who bears the risk. A regulator may get involved to determine whether a professional may legitimately pass her/his liability on to the client via the terms and conditions of the client retainer, or the regulator may seek to augment the liability burden placed on the regulated professional beyond that imposed by legislation. This section will focus on those elements of ethics that have a professional regulatory dimension.

Much of the debate on use of digital technologies addresses the use of client data, whether covertly or quasi covertly. Data is needed in quantity, and of a sufficient quality, to allow algorithms that form the basis of more sophisticated automation to be trained. The reliability and fairness of the decisions reached through computation is a function of the quality of the data and how much of it is available to train the algorithm. Where data is not robust, or the dataset is partial then the algorithm may develop in a biased way with discriminatory results. Lawyers must be particularly careful to avoid these missteps given that they, along with judges, act as guardians of the rule of law. They also need to maintain trust, and covert use of data, or use of data without fully informed consent is to be avoided in all but exceptional circumstances. Further, questions for professional regulators may include: should lawyers be permitted to use standard terms and conditions giving automatic consent to ongoing use data, the waiver of legal professional privilege etc? Professional regulators will need to build robust regulatory regimes to govern lawyers’ practice. Machine learning may deliver quicker, cheaper and more efficient access to legal services, but if it does that may be at the cost of trust in the legal system and lawyers then it will be too high to pay. In some jurisdictions these concerns will be less urgent as the practice of law is highly restricted, whereas in England and Wales some of these questions require imminent consideration.

Transparency

Transparency of decision-making is a fundamental tenet of the rules of natural justice which underpin the rule of law. People need to know the reasons (and evidence) that gave rise to a decision in order to be able effectively to challenge it. This is well established, settled law.

47 Hamilton, V. (2017) ‘We use big data to sentence criminals. But can the algorithms really tell us what we need to know?’ 6 June 2017 The Conversation available at: http://theconversation.com/we-use-big-data-to-sentence-criminals-but-can-the-algorithms-really-tell-us-what-we-need-to-know-
There is increased use of algorithms to automate decision-making and where the algorithms are easily explicable, they do not pose challenges to ‘the right to know the case against you’ and ‘the right to reasons for a decision’. This becomes more of a difficulty in instances where the algorithms become so sophisticated that they are difficult to explain, or where the explanation is problematic because the algorithm has developed from its original programming having ‘self-trained’ as it has worked on more data. Such algorithms are not a mainstream part of the legal system (although are increasingly used by companies and the state, including by the HM Customs and Revenue Service), but they have been used in some online dispute resolution services, and in some US courts for sentencing purposes and are predicted to be used in legal practice settings over time. Algorithms used in court sentencing decisions, that were once heralded as an objective way to sentence those convicted of a crime, have been subject to criticism for racial and other forms of bias.\footnote{Dressel, J. and Farid, H. (2018) ‘The Accuracy, Fairness, and Limits of Predicting Recidivism’ Sciences Advances, available at: \url{http://advances.sciencemag.org/content/4/1/eaao5580}.} Large data sets are usually an aggregation of existing datasets that were developed for different reasons and with varying levels of data quality which may have errors of biases inbuilt. For example, in the US recidivism data used as the part of the sentencing data set has been collected from police forces and was based on the number of people who had been stopped, searched and then charged for crimes, and was in part of function of the biases of those who made the decision to stop, search and/or charge one person and not another (for example people from particular ethnic groups). Problems with the algorithmic decision-making can only be challenged if the decision-making process can be understood and reviewed. The transparency of algorithms is currently insufficient to allow for many algorithmically rendered decisions to be subject to proper challenge. The inability effectively to understand and to challenge decisions made in this way would constitute a breach of natural justice grounds in many jurisdictions. It would thus be considered to offend against the rule of law and to undermine the health of the legal system.  

There is also the question of how the norms that underpin the development of law in a common law jurisdiction will be contested and integrated into the algorithms that may support either expert decision-making by lawyers or as the basis for smart contracts, or to support negotiations and other dispute resolution mechanisms, if disputes on the law are not brought before the courts to develop case law. There are fears that if lawyers do not engage in a dialogic debate about how the law is to be interpreted in hard cases then the law may become whatever the algorithm determines it to be over time. Law is more than a set of rules; it is a contested set of values that over time change as the societal context changes. If algorithms reach decisions on precedent, without dialogic debate about what the law should be, then the interpretation of the law may be stagnant. Many disputes are not law based, but fact based, and algorithmic decision-making in these contexts may be efficient and cost effective, if errors can be spotted and challenged and it is possible regularly to update the underlying legal interpretations within the algorithm. Disputes that involve legal interpretation may require a different approach, and as long as lawyers are not overly reliant on expert systems and remain sufficiently well trained to spot and address legally contentious issues.

**Liability for Harm**

Lawyers are experts at apportioning liability and claims for compensation and attempting to limit its application to their clients. With all novel technologies there is a period during which it is unclear who bears the liability for harm. In legal practice, liability has tended to rest with the firm, who may in turn pass on liability to the individual. This will be more complex when decision-making is a human-AI hybrid. And more contentious when those AI systems have been developed by an external company rather than developed in-house. There is another

layer of complexity when lawyers and clients work in partnership together under a DIY+ arrangement. Having said that, the basic questions to be asked will be similar in all instances: Whose actions and decisions gave rise to or contributed most to the error? And in the absence of law on the point, who as a matter of public policy and professional values, who should bear the risk, and when would it be appropriate from a service provider or product supplied to exclude their liability? Some of these questions are ones for national legislatures, others a matter of international agreement given the global and virtual nature of some technologies, others still for professional regulators.

Public Acceptance of the Technology and Its Use

Public trust is integral to the functioning of legal and financial systems and this places an additional burden on those that work within these sectors. Trust builds over time but may be lost very swiftly. It is a complex calculation which is a function of societal and individual understandings of the ways in which a system benefits them or poses risks to them. In a digital context it includes issues of privacy, data security, the extent to which the data held about them is accurate and complete, is used with integrity and for only the purposes that they foresaw and consented to, and is not shared with others beyond their consents. Further, the public will expect that any decisions reached are made competently by humans or systems (and perhaps expertly), according to their instructions and in their interests. Were algorithmic decision-making to become mainstream in legal practice, and were those decisions considered to be unpredictable or otherwise unfair, it would give rise to wider lack of trust in the legal system well beyond the individual lawyers or the system that was used. Trust may also be improved or diminished through the professional regulatory framework; oversight by a well-respected regulator and/or professional body that has mechanisms that provide appropriate and effective routes to redress for poor service or unethical behaviour. Levels of trust may also depend on whether clients consider that their data is being used for their benefit or whether their data is being monetized for the benefit of others.

The fifth area of consideration was noted as electronic personhood by the Law Society, but in this lawyer-client professional context it may be better considered from the standpoint of the locus and balance of power.

4. Regulatory Theory and Ethical Practice

Most professionals, including those in law, are subject to a complex matrix of national laws, professional regulations and norms. Professionals often benefit from privileged access to a specified market and are permitted to provide a range of restricted services that are deemed to require high levels of knowledge and skills. Often the function that professionals perform has social, economic and cultural impacts that necessitate more than a pure consumer protection regulatory regime.\(^{49}\) The regulatory environment to which professionals are subject provides a competitive advantage over other service providers, and is thus a source of value, but also acts as a constraint on them.\(^{50}\) The title of professional confers a trusted status and implies a marker of quality. Regulation also serves as a means to protect clients/consumers and society. Some have argued it also leads to a tendency to conservatism and a brake on innovation as regulatory regimes tend to adopt a precautionary approach to new ways of working. In these contexts, it can be particularly challenging when professionals may seek to harness new technologies that involve a degree of risk.

There are different regulatory models that could be employed, underpinned by different conceptions of the purpose of regulation. Regulatory theories fall into two broad schools of


thought – positive and normative theories. The positive school includes theories that look to why regulation develops as it does in particular sectors: how regulation has been used to meet stakeholder interests and/or to prevent monopolies; how the power of the market has been harnessed to positive effect and so as to mitigate its negative effects; how regulation has been used as a tool to increase efficiency for clients or consumers where the market will not so provide if left unregulated; how it has been used to reinforce professional status and/or privilege. These theories are explanatory, setting out how regulation has been employed to address asymmetries in power, information/knowledge and interest, between professionals, clients, society and the state.

The other broad school is normative, meaning that these theories explain how regulation should be used and why. Whereas the positive school seeks to explain what has happened or is happening, the normative school seeks to drive how regulation will be used now and in the future. These theories are imbued with more obvious ideological underpinnings, such as: that competition is good for consumers that in turn is good for service providers and wider society; regulatory burdens should be the lowest needed to achieve their aims so as to minimise the cost to service providers and thus to clients; that information asymmetries should be minimised so as to empower clients to make informed choices about service providers and that this will drive up standards within the sector; that the costs of a service should be structured in a way to maximise economic efficiency; that regulation should adhere to standards such as lawfulness, independence from the state or the profession, decision-making should be transparent, fair, legitimate and credible and serve the interests of consumers and wider society. There are also very different understandings about the way in which regulation should be undertaken or effected, the norms of the what and the why to regulate may be coupled with understandings of how.

Regulation is, in essence, the incentivisation of certain types of behaviour and/or the management of risk through the application of legal and other formal rules, informal rules and through economic incentives. Regulation may be via supra-national organisations, nation states, regulatory agencies including statutory bodies, professional associations and many other regulator actors including the organisation and the individuals within it. Regulatory theory has historically focused on formal rules enacted by states and enforced through administrative agencies, but has increasingly moved towards a less formalised and more principle based understanding of regulation organised around Teubner’s three principles of effectiveness, responsiveness and coherence.

As indicated above, the regulation in England and Wales is relatively light touch compared to that in many other jurisdictions and consequently is unlikely to be an undue damper on technological innovation. There are other factors that are more likely to do this including acceptability to the public, cost and the availability of investment at the right level for what are


often SME law firms, having a cadre of legal professionals with sufficient technological understanding to push for change and to deploy technology effectively and data scientists who understand enough about the legal environment to partner with and/or lead them through change.  

The Legal Services Act 2007 sets out the regulatory aims of the Legal Services Board, which gives us some insight into the regulatory model that the legal regulator is required to follow. The regulatory objectives, set out in section 1 of the Act, are:

- (a) protecting and promoting the public interest;
- (b) supporting the constitutional principle of the rule of law;
- (c) improving access to justice;
- (d) protecting and promoting the interests of consumers;
- (e) promoting competition in the provision of services within subsection (2);
- (f) encouraging an independent, strong, diverse and effective legal profession;
- (g) increasing public understanding of the citizen's legal rights and duties;
- (h) promoting and maintaining adherence to the professional principles.

The promotion of competition only extends to services provided by authorised professionals whether they are conducting reserved activities or not, so to services being provided by solicitors, barristers, chartered legal executives etc., rather than services that are provided by law start-ups or others who are not authorised professionals. Authorised persons are those authorised in the jurisdiction of England and Wales. Regulation of technology in the context of the LSA 2007 is discussed in much more detail in Semple’s paper developed for the LSB.

Many of the digital tools available to the legal profession and to clients are virtual ones, they may be developed and sold by those that operate beyond the jurisdiction. Further, as most legal services are not reserved to authorised professionals, those who provide those services may also fall outside the full extent of the regulatory framework. At present lawtech products and systems are not regulated in this jurisdiction. This is not currently that problematic as machine learning is in its infancy in law. When such products are being used by authorised professionals, the legal regulator makes the lawyer responsible for ensuring that the tools they select and their competence in using them are of sufficient quality to protect the end consumer. As products become more complex and it becomes harder for a professional to interrogate the results received through the underlying algorithm, product regulation may also be required. Where that regulatory imperative would sit is unclear as we do not currently have a legal tech/device regulator as we do a medical tech/device regulator. There will be lessons that may be learned from other sectors such as medicine and finance.

---
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asymmetries between large tech-companies and small law firm users may necessitate this as many increased use by those without expertise in law.

A shift from person to product or to person and product regulation may assist in contexts where legal tools are used either directly by consumers or through a DIY+ model and delivered digitally. These products and services may circumvent professional regulatory regimes, given that such regimes are largely jurisdictional rather than international and much of the data is stored within relatively difficult to govern virtual space. Expert knowledge and its use have been uncoupled from professionals and also from jurisdictional contexts, rendering current models of regulation less effective. The ability to police and sanction behaviour is increasingly difficult, when services can be provided from overseas. Some jurisdictions and client types may benefit from this potential regulatory freedom, others may not or may be ill-equipped to make decisions about quality and/or the integrity of the services they may purchase and rely on. This is particularly true in a context where it is difficult to know who is an authorised (and thus regulated) professional and who is not, whether a service is being provided by an authorised professional and the nature of the recourse available if things go wrong. These service providers fall outside the jurisdiction of the Legal Ombudsman and cannot be barred from practice. Product regulation would shift liability from the consumer to the service provider but may do nothing to address concerns about the integrity of those offering legal services.

There is also a concern that automated systems and tools being used by professionals, in a regulated context, may be so seductive that the risks associated with them are overlooked. Automation relies on algorithms that are often hidden from view — their biases developed from incomplete and/or skewed data may not be obvious for some time and their decision-making left unchallenged with serious consequences for public perceptions of the integrity of lawyer and the legal system. Public acceptance of the use of these tools is not just a function of lower cost, increased speed and lower friction in the lawyer-client relationships, but also of trust in how well they serve them and wider society. Recent scandals in other contexts, whether that is due to data leaks, the use of data for unpublished purposes and exploitation of consumer data for profit have led to a cynicism that frames this debate. The tools lawyers use and the way in which they handle client data need to be beyond reproach.

Professionals mediate a range of power imbalances: imbalances between their clients and other parties to the legal matter and imbalances in power between them and their lay clients. Digital tools that involve sophisticated algorithms that are not easily interrogable, including machine learning algorithms, embed yet another layer of power-relationships viz. the data, the companies that develop the tools and those that use the tools to reach decisions. Professionals are more than simply expert service providers. They must engage critically with the positives and negatives that digital tools, particularly tools that automate decision-making, bring and work with legislators and the courts to ensure that fundamental values are protected rather than eroded. Is it possible for regulators to be technologically neutral, and should they be? The short answer is no. There is no neutrality in regulation, it always privileges some things over others or else there would be no regulation. The question is what things to privilege and why. Maximising access to justice is not simply a question of maximising access to legal services, it also requires that those services uphold the rule of law and the integrity of the
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justice system including the ability to challenge potentially faulty decisions reached whether by human or computer, based on small or large data sets. That goes beyond a consumer protection model in a service provider-service user context.

5. Conclusions

It is clear that some digital technologies are providing lawyers with a different set of tools that may augment and, in some cases, replace their previous forms of decision-making. They also change the tools and choices that clients have available to them, as well as potentially the range of service providers from which they may seek legal assistance. These tools may provide some efficiencies in terms of cost, speed and accuracy.\(^{65}\) They may also improve access to justice, develop the legal literacy of the public and empower a wider range of people and groups to challenge abuse or unfairness. They are already challenging our conception of what it is to be a lawyer and the way in which lawyers practise law, although they are not the only reasons for these challenges – professional-client dynamics have been shifting in all domains for decades, and legal practice has become increasingly stratified and segmented as firms have needed to specialise either in particular areas of law or particular client groups.\(^{66}\)

Lawyers working with AI assisted tools will need training and support to make the best use of these systems and also to enable them to dig behind machine generated results, to test the basis upon which they were reached and provide them with confidence to question the results so as to be able to assess the relevance and quality of these suggestions in meeting their clients’ needs.\(^{67}\) Legal professionals will still need a solid knowledge of law, practice and its application, well developed critical analytical skills in order to do this, and an appreciation of the basis of data science. Professional education and training models may need to adapt to new ways of working. A traditional approach to apprenticeship, learning from those with more experience, may not serve the profession at times of intense change. It is possible that the profession may shrink as routine tasks are automated\(^{68}\), but many clients may still need interaction with and support from human lawyers at a challenging point in their lives and if so soft skills may become even more important than ever. Professional pathways within the legal profession may diverge further into highly knowledgeable expert-systems lawyers, more

\(^{65}\) Mills, above.
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routine service providers and legal technicians\(^{69}\), which may require different regulatory approaches.\(^{70}\)

There will be ongoing challenging questions about transparency, ethics including the balance of power between clients, legal professionals and service providers, liability including consumer protection and broader societal protection from harm, as well as how to maintain public trust. We have reflected on some of these issues in this paper, but they will need ongoing consideration as new technologies emerge and are deployed in legal contexts. Use of client data and legal professional privilege are unique to the legal profession, many of the others are held in common if experienced differently by other professions and their clients. Medicine is often used as an example in this context, although medical confidentiality serves subtly different aims from legal privilege. Confidentiality is considered to be of importance so that patients provide full disclosure of the medical information to allow doctors to diagnose and treat them effectively and so that patients are willing to seek their help. Legal confidentiality is wider to encompass not just the equivalent of the patient, the client, but also the justice system that requires confidentiality to allow for fair trial guarantees to underpin the whole system of law for all, for example. Were lawyers fundamentally to lose public trust, the legal system and ultimately respect for the law may be eroded; law underpins how our society functions. These issues must be considered in this light.

How can regulators respond to technological developments in an agile way while providing sufficient certainty to legal services providers? And how cautious should professional regulators be about new technologies? Should legal services technology regulation interact with general technology regulation eg the Information Commissioner’s Office? Many of these questions have been addressed in other papers that form part of this series. Responses will depend, in some measure, on the model of regulation that the regulator seeks to adopt to regulate legal practice. In fast moving areas it often becomes necessary to reason from first principles, drawing upon relatively fundamental concepts in order to weigh competing interests effectively and fairly in a fast-moving environment when consequences cannot readily be predicted.

What appears clearer is that it will become less easy for regulation to be restricted (largely) to authorised persons or those in training to become authorised persons. That approach is already proving challenging in a context where clients are not well versed in the consequences of instructing an authorised person, or a ‘lawyer’ who is not so authorised. Access to legal help needs to be balanced against not just protection of the consumer but also the wider public through continued faith in the rule of law. Client and societal trust is of foundational importance and thus the more standard rules on consent to use of data by lawyers may need to be tightened beyond those expected of other professionals. The regulatory framework may need to be expanded beyond authorised professionals, or a means developed to signpost effectively to potential clients who is a regulated professional and who is not. In short, public acceptance and trust are paramount to maintaining both as ethical and regulatory principles.

Further, the ethical underpinnings of regulation in this context must take account not just of clients or consumer needs as purchases or users of legal services and the justice system, but wider societal needs for a fair, legitimate and effective legal system. That requires thought beyond a consent based model of professional service provision, which addresses risk by

---


There are also an increasing number of AI and law conferences that bring together lawyers and computer scientists/technologists, in the UK context see for example, the British Legal Technology Forum; the Alternative Legal IT Conference; the Legal Futures Annual Innovation Conference; the Legal Geek Conference.

providing clients with information and asking them to determine whether to make use of a particular lawyer, or to allow use of their data, on the basis of what is often considered to be informed consent. The regulatory objectives in the Legal Services Act anticipate the need for the oversight legal regulator to approach regulation as a protective force, to protect individuals and the rule of law, the system, and consequently to engage well beyond the common regulatory module of ensuing threshold quality of service providers and giving information to clients to allow them to exercise choice about who they use and on what terms. The regulatory objectives require the public interest to be protected and the rule of law to be supported as imperatives, both of which will necessitate an engagement with machine learning and the storage and use of client data to allow that learning, which will be a very new way of regulating the legal field in England and Wales.
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